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SATURDAY OCTOBER 7
FAM ILY HISTORY M EETING
11.00am W ORKSHOP: Changes to the
Australian War Memorial, Presenter: David
W ilkins.
2.00pm FAM ILY HISTO RY M EETING
The World of Old Photographs, 1838-1880.
Presenter: Peter Headley.

SATURDAY OCTOBER 21
2.00pm GENERAL M EETING
The Palace of Tears. Presenter: Julian
Leatherdale
The dazzling story of family, passion, secrets and
vengeance, woven through the hardships of both
World Wars, and revealing the intriguing history
of the Palace, the opulent Blue Mountains hotel
famed for its luxury and mysterious owner.
Angie loved Mr Fox's magnificent, absurd hotel. In fact, it
was her one true great love. But today Angie was so cross,
so fed up with everybody and everything, she would
probably cheer if a wave of fire swept over the cliff and
engulfed the Palace and all its guests.

Peter is retired after a career mainly in the export
sector, covering both the private and public sector.
He has had a lifelong interest in history and
cultures, and his talks reflect this interest. He has a
wide knowledge of WW1, the Middle Ages, early
exploration in ancient times, the early exploration
of Australia, Australian Goldrush and Bushrangers.
Peter Headley has a Masters Degree in International Management from Macquarie Graduate
School of Management; post graduate studies in
Economic Development, Operations Research,
Econometrics, and Archaeology; a BA from
Macquarie University, and a Diploma in Food
Technology from the University of Western
Sydney. Additionally, Peter has been a lecturer for
Princess Cruises for the last five years in a range
of subjects, and for WEA.

Visitors Welcome

Afternoon Tea Available

Julian Leatherdale

Julian Leatherdale’s first love was theatre. On
graduation, with a degree majoring in history and
theatre studies, he wrote lyrics for four cabarets
and a two-act musical.
Julian discovered a passion for popular history as
a staff writer, researcher and photo editor for the
16-volume Time-Life’s Australians At War series
in the late 1980s. He later researched and co-wrote
two one-hour Film Australia-ABC documentaries
Return to Sandakan (about one of the worst POW
atrocities of the Pacific War) and The Forgotten
Force (about the post-war occupation of Japan by
Australians as part of the British Commonwealth
Occupation Force).
Visitors Welcome

Afternoon Tea Available
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SEPTEM BER FAM ILY HISTORY
M EETING
11.00am Session
17 members attended the morning session which
was chaired by Elaine Turnidge.
Elaine reminded members about the Open Day at
NSW State Archives, Talks at Lane Cove Library,
Eryldene Open Day, History Week and Linwood
Open House.
Lorraine Henshaw then showed a webinar from
State Archives called ‘Tracing NSW Convicts’
with John Cann as the presenter. He covered
Transportation, Trial Records, Convict Career
Records at State Archives and elsewhere.
He started with the question ‘How do I know if I
have convicts in my family?’ and then went step
by step through each source, emphasising the
importance of using the Guides and Finding Aids
on the State Archives Website.
He stressed Archive Resources Kit (known as
ARK) which is not only available at the archives
but also in many libraries both in NSW, and
overseas.
Martyn Killion then joined John and they
answered the many questions that came in from
the registered viewers of the original presentation.
Anyone who has convict ancestors can watch this
webinar on their home computer.
2.00pm. Session
Elaine Turnidge opened the meeting and
welcomed members and visitors. She mentioned
several interesting events on 2 September in
previous years:- 1666 – Great Fire of London;
1752 – Last Julian Calendar Day in Britain; 1840
– John Eyre named Mt Hopeless in South
Australia; 1922 – Henry Lawson died; and 1944 –
Diarist Anne Frank was sent to Auschwitz.
Books, Visits, etc
Jo Harris recommended ‘The Last Post’, a book
listing officer casualties in the Boer War; Jenny
Joyce reported on the recent conference "Unlock
the Past" days on European and UK family
research; and Jill Nicholson described a visit to
Emmaville Mining Museum in Northern NSW.
Tours
Neil spoke about the upcoming program of tours,
details of which are in the Newsletter.
Speaker
Elaine introduced the speaker, Dr Warren Dent,
Dux of Gordon Public School in 1955, a KHS
member who lives in America. Warren, on a visit
to Australia had agreed to speak about his latest
book, ‘Regentville An Australian History Story’
about Sir John Jamison (1766-1844), who built the
house, Regentville at Mulgoa. Sir John Jamison

was the son of Thomas Jamison, a ship’s surgeon
who came out to New South Wales on the Sirius,
leaving his wife and five children behind in
England. He was sent to Norfolk Island but
returned to Sydney in 1799, and set up a trading
business. He returned to England in 1802 but
came back to Sydney the next year, when he
received a land grant of 2,300 acres at Regentville,
fathered several children, and became a wealthy
man.
His son, John, was also a naval surgeon who went
to Sweden, where he was able to cure many ill
sailors when he diagnosed their problem as scurvy.
For this he was knighted by the King of Sweden in
1809, and in 1813 he was knighted by the Prince
Regent. His father, Thomas died in 1813, so John
sailed for NSW on the ‘Broxbornebury’ and
rented a town house at Dawes Point.
He quickly settled into Sydney society, even
travelling with Governor Macquarie on the new
Cox’s Road to Bathurst in 1815. Sir John was one
of the founders of the Bank of New South Wales.
He built a huge house at Regentville, where his
land holdings were extended to 4,000 acres. He
became a magistrate and a Member of Parliament,
and was interested in all aspects of life in NSW.

Regentville

He treated his convict workers well, and worked
to improve the colony’s conditions for all citizens,
including setting up the college that later became
Sydney Grammar School. He flourished until
1841 when there was a Great Depression and the
bank collapsed. He died in June, 1844 leaving
many children (of multiple mothers), and is buried
at St Stephen’s church, in Penrith. (One
descendant was present at the meeting.) Sir John
Jamison was truly a larger than life character,
whose contribution to the young colony was
enormous.
Warren Dent had become interested in Sir John
Jamison because his great-uncle who had been a
butcher at Regentville, then a butcher in Penrith,
had bought the ruin of Regentville, destroyed in a
fire, and built his own home of its stone. Warren
said that his book was a novel so six of the minor
‘facts’ were invented to better advance the story.
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(If you bought a book and want to know which
these are, ask a committee member.)
After several questions, a vote of thanks was given
by Patrick Dodd.
Raffle
The raffle winners were Kay Mossie and Morrison
Hammond.

Most of the area used for burials at the QS was
also covered by the various scrub species endemic
to North Head, and some of this scrub was
sufficiently substantial to make an orderly pattern
of burial plots hard to achieve. So Louise and her
students employed ground penetrating radar
(GPR) to systematically quarter the burial area.

Jean Smith

AUGUST GENERAL M EETING
Our speaker was Associate Professor Louise
Stedinger, a “forensic archaeologist and
criminologist”. While she touched on some work
with police and coronial inquiries relating to
modern cases, the main part of her talk
concentrated on an investigation of the burials at
the old Quarantine Station (QS), at North Head,
dating from the early arrivals of ships, with
passengers and/or crew suffering from infectious
diseases such as cholera, influenza, smallpox and
bubonic plague.
A good number of those brought ashore from
such ships were in very poor health, and survived
ashore only a short time; a few recovered and were
allowed to join the existing residents of Sydney,
who probably included a proportion with some
inherent immunity to such diseases, simply
because they had arrived from areas of Britain
where the diseases were relatively common and
some previous exposure to them therefore
virtually inevitably providing at least some level
of immunity from infection. Less fortunate were
the indigenous residents of the Sydney basin, who
had had no such exposure, many of whom
therefore quickly fell victim to the diseases.
The markers of the various graves at the
Quarantine Station had often been of wood and
had soon rotted or disappeared. Moreover, the
burial area often had only a shallow depth of
sandy soil on top of rock, or rocky outcrops, so
there was limited ability to cut deep graves, even
though concerns about the possibility of infection
would have encouraged burials being as deep as
practicable.

Using GPR to quarter site

Members who had watched “Time Team” on TV
some years ago will remember a gadget looking
like a large lawnmower, which was laboriously
pushed systematically over each new site, so that
the
technology could then provide print-outs
showing traces of old ditches, graves and
buildings where little sign of such things could be
seen on today’s surface.
And so it proved at the QS. In fact the GPR
proved so good at showing the signs of graves,
that excavation was unnecessary, and with the
help of such burial and marker records as remain,
it proved possible to identify most graves, and plot
them on a satellite photo of the burial area, using
color-coding
to
indicate
any
matching
corroborating records. In fact, old records had
indicated 241 burials at the QS, while the GPR
indicated 245 – two remarkably close numbers,
given the elapse of time involved.
The audience included a number of visitors
attracted by newspaper mentions of Louise’s topic,
and her talk attracted many questions and much
interest from those assembled.
Graham Lewis

TREASURER'S REPORT
Our income for August amounted to $907
including 4 new members. Our expenses for the
month amounted to $1,818 leaving us with a
deficit for the month of $932 and a cumulative
surplus of $16,479. Of this surplus we still have
$4,135 in unpaid membership fees (27%). If you
have not paid your dues, I will be sending out
reminder emails this month.
The Overgrown QS Cemetery

Annet Latham
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TOUR DESK
Bookings will open on the date given in the
Newsletter, when tour organisers will be in the
rooms taking bookings on a first in, first served
basis. Participants will be able to pay by cheque or
cash on this day, and the green booking form will
need to be completed. You will then be issued
with a tour information sheet with tour starting
point and timetable.
The following day, the tour will be open to
members and non-members paying by electronically transferred funds (EFT).
KHS ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER
(EFT): BSB 032-083, Account Number 248971.
If you choose to pay this way, please make
sure that you identify your payment with
your surname and designated tour number,
and send an email to Yvette Reeve
yreeve@optusnet.com.au , notifying her that you
wish to join the tour and have paid. Yvette will
acknowledge your payment by email and send you
a Tour Information Sheet.
For more information on the booking process refer
to the August Newsletter.
TOUR 04 Rookwood Cemetery.
Thursday October 19.
Bookings open in the Research Rooms on Monday
18th September.
Cost: $45 for members, and $55 for non-members
who are always welcome. Lunch will be at own
cost at the delightful and inexpensive Village Café.
The Tour Information Sheet will give timing and
pickup site.
Our visit to Rookwood is long overdue.
Rookwood is the site of the second largest Necropolis in the world, and because of its relatively
large space, is the site of some very rare plants,
and birds that exist nowhere else in Sydney,
including some antique roses. The extensive
Victorian memorial gardens have been restored.

The guided tour will include the resting places of
interesting and famous people. Monuments in
cemeteries often feature interesting funereal
displays, which will be explained by our guide.
The Rookwood Records Office contains readily
accessible historical records.

Our Tour will be by Community bus.
TOUR 05 Sculpture By The sea and
W averley Cemetery.
Thursday November 2.
Bookings open in the Research Rooms on
Monday 16th October.
Cost: $45 for members; $55 for non-members.
Lunch included.
This tour travels by Community bus to the start of
the wonderful Sculpture By The sea Exhibition at
South Bondi Beach. The Tour takes us along the
coast to Tamarama beach. There are separate
moderate and easy walks for this part of the Tour .
We can establish your choice on the day.

After completing the walk at Tamarama we will
take the bus for a picnic lunch at nearby Centennial Park. After lunch we will make a brief visit
to Waverley Cemetery. This cemetery was opened
in 1875, and soon became the choice location for
‘family allotments’ for the well heeled, and the
influential in Sydney’s early society. Here you
will find the allotments of many who helped shape
Australia including Henry Lawson, Dorothea
Mackellar and Fanny Durack to name a few.
Exploring Ku-ring-gai
These very informative and interesting Exploring
Ku-ring-gai tours (99.6 km around Ku-ring-gai)
are conducted regularly by Vice President, Jo
Harris. An expression of interest sheet is available
in our Research Rooms.
TOUR REPORTS
STATE LIBRARY AND ROYAL
BOTANIC GARDEN
The original plan was to spend more time in the
Botanic Garden, but due to a scheduling problem
with Paul Nicholson, our wonderful guide, the
visit to the garden was theoretically shorter.
In the morning Patrick Dodd, our member,
conducted a tour of the State Library, explaining
the various changes to both the Macquarie Street
building, and the historic Mitchell building.
Reading (and learning precincts) are undergoing
change in response to a younger cohort of users.
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Overall, the Library’s vision is to create new,
world class, public galleries. Some are due to open
in 2018. We visited the most interesting
Shakespeare Room, and the very interesting
Friends’ Room which houses many interesting
collections, including the magnificent Cervantes
Collection, which is believed to be the largest of
its kind in the Southern Hemisphere.
It was collected over 30 years, and donated by Dr
Ben Haneman in 1997. It holds more than 1,100
editions of Miguel Cervantes’ masterpieces, Don
Quixote, and some editions illustrated by famous
artists including Salvador Dali.

Grass Tree (SM)

Cadi Jam Ora

Spring Walk (SM)

After lunch we made our way to the
Woolloomooloo Gate, where we met Paul, our
guide, who is the leader of the volunteer guides.
His knowledge and explanations were memorable,
in his ability to explain complex stories in an easy
and understandable way. The Royal Botanic
Garden is celebrating its 201st year, and its history,
plantings, and vision are mind boggling. Paul
covered a great deal of the garden's history and
some (too many to name or illustrate) are featured
below.
Our group could have spent many more hours, and
many will revisit to fill in some of the many
stories. To help along the way it was pleasing to
see the Choo Choo Express which leaves, every
30 minutes from the Opera House gate (weather
permitting) with several stops along the way.
Charges apply.
The Cadigal (the Cadigal originally inhabited the
area that they called "Cadi" that lies south of Port
Jackson covering today's Sydney central business
district) made use of every part of the grass tree.
The stem of the flower spike was used for spear
shafts and making fire, and the plant's resin was
used as powerful glue. Nectar from grass-tree
flowers was a high energy food. The grass tree is
near the Cadi Jam Ora where traditional uses of
the land of the Cadigal, and their relationships
with plants and the environment prior to European
settlement, can be found.

Paul discussing the Wishing Tree (SM)

It is suggested that one visits the Information
Centre, where Volunteers are most helpful indeed.
There are Free Guided walks from the Visitor
Information Centre at 11am and 2pm daily.
Photos: Sue Moore

Text: Neil Falconer

NEW MEMBERS
A warm welcome is extended to the following
new members and we hope to see them at
meetings and using the Centre's facilities.
Hugh Dowd, Hornsby
Robert & Sandra Fisher, North Turramurra
Gillian Stegmann, East Lindfield
Suzannah Plowman, Palm Beach
VALE
Vale to long term member and volunteer,
Jeannette Rennie, who passed away on 19 August.
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NEW INTRANET RESOURCE
Gordon Public School Admissions
Register Transcript
Proudly announcing the publication of a major
upgrade to one of the historical resources on our
Intranet - The full and complete transcript of the
Gordon Public School Admissions Register.
For the past ten years Annet Latham has spent
many an hour patiently and methodically
transcribing each and every entry from the many
volumes of the Register. Although other KHS
members have helped from time to time (and a big
thank-you, one and all), the overwhelming bulk of
the effort has been Annet's.
The result of all that effort, is a complete transcript
of all fields in the Register (up to 28 separate
pieces of information) for admissions between 21
January 1918 and 1 November 1969 - a total of
9,362 records covering 52 scholastic years. Each
entry is linked to the corresponding image of the
original page of the Register. There are a total of
828 pages imaged.
You can access this information on our Intranet in
two separate ways. A casual look-up in a PDF or,
for the more serious researcher, by using flexible
sorting and filtering tools built into Microsoft
Excel. In the coming months I shall be running
several workshops to demonstrate the new
resource, and the research methods (details in next
month's newsletter). The workshop will also
demonstrate the way this transcript is being
integrated with all the other information we
currently have on the history of the Gordon Public
School.
Peter Stehn

REDUCTION IN RESEARCH
CENTRE HOURS
Regrettably, because of shortage of volunteers,
Friday October 27 will be the last Friday on which
the Centre will be open.
RALLYING THE TROOPS
Great news - Volume III is with the printer. At
654 pages, this is the largest volume. Five chapters
of Volume IV are in draft form. Congratulations to
the writing team on this mammoth undertaking on
behalf of the Society .
Watch the Newsletter for announcement of Vol III.
Extract from KEVINS NEWS
kevin.robert6@bigpond.com
Number 73, September 2017
A book review of Rallying the Troops caught my
eye recently. It was written by Russell Linwood about
a publication by the Kuringai Historical Society
(www.khs.org.au). Edited by four members of that
Society, the book is about residents of northern Sydney

who went away to the various foreign fields of the
Great War. Linwood tells us that technically, the book
is a first class product, with many clear photographs.
He judges it to be a labour of love, as is so very often, if
not always, the case with such efforts by local
historians.

Listen to Paul Fletcher, M P, about his
launching RTT Vol. II, and his commendation
of KHS, at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEI5gSVB9RM

or read his script at
http://paulfletcher.com.au/speeches/parliamentaryspeeches/item/1545-constituency-statement-kuring-gai-historical-society-rallying-the-troops.html
It is really great to get this endorsement from our
local member.
RECENT ACQUISITIONS – August 2017
Henry Deane Walsh, The Australian Years, His
Family, His Homes, His W ork. 1879-1928.
Susan Rowe 2016. 640 pages; index, many photos.
BIO WAL.
Gundagai Album. Peter Quartermaine ed. 1976.
127 pages, many photos 2722 QUA.
Beaconsfield Parade. Jennifer Harvey. 2008. 15
pages plus photos and map. LIN HAR.
Memoirs recorded at Geelong, Victoria by
Captain Foster Fyans 1790-1870. State Library
Melbourne. 1962, Transcribed from his holograph
manuscript given by his descendants to the State
Library. 287 pages with index and photos. BIO
FYA.
Judge Advocate Ellis Bent, Letters and Diaries
1809-1811. P.J. Byrne. 2012. 197 pages with
index. BIO BEN
Life Wasn’t Meant to be Easy, A Political Profile
of Malcolm Fraser John Edwards. 1977. 130
pages with index and few photos. BIO FRA.
Australian Answers, Prominent Australians
Speak About the Social, Political, Economic and
Religious Shaping of Our Time Gerard
Henderson. 1990. 338 pages, no index. AUS HEN.
Federation, The Secret Story. Bob Birrell. 2001.
370 pages with index and extensive references.
AUS BIR.
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RETROSPECTIVE VIEW OF FASHION
A New Look: A New Generation 19451975
Hornsby RSL
2.00pm Saturday 4 November
Refreshments from 1.30pm
The Cavalcade of History & Fashion Inc.,
a local voluntary group, based in Roseville, will
take you on a nostalgic journey of the ‘Baby
Boomers’ years from 1945 to 1975. The parade
will start with a post WWII
wedding and then onto the
glamorous 1950s and a visit
to the Royal Easter Show
when the country comes to
the city. On through the
swinging
1960s
when
women gained more freedom
both in dress and spirit. Then
the active 1970s of youthful
enthusiasm completing the
cycle with a formal wedding.
See the fashions, how they change through the
years.
Photo © Cavalcade Timeline Photography

Tickets $60 including afternoon tea.
Further information about booking please contact
Cavalcade on info@thecavalcade.org or
www.hornsbyrsl.com.au/whats-on/shows
Bookings essential.
W HERE IS IT?
September Answer
“THE W ATERM AN’S HUT” from
ST IVES to Roseville
This small stone building, known as “The
Waterman’s Hut”, was originally sited near the
edge of Middle Harbour where the pipeline that
supplies the Northern Beaches crosses the water.
The initial pipeline was made from wooden staves
and required a great deal of maintenance. A Water
Board employee lived in the stone hut from where
he could easily inspect and carry out repairs as
required. Later men in Water Board trucks carried
out the maintenance, and the hut was no longer
required. During WWII soldiers lived in the hut to
protect the water pipeline.
After WWII an advertisement for the hut’s
removal was posted, and the 1st Roseville Rover
Crew took up the challenge, and removed it stone
by stone. They relocated and rebuilt it at the back
of the Scout Hall in Roseville Ave, Roseville
(facing Martin Lane) as a Rover Den. The hut is
still seen there to this day.
It was not until the 1960s the pipeline’s wooden
lining was replaced and it became unnecessary for
constant vigilance

OCTOBER WHERE IS IT ?

1910

ARTHUR H GILLOTT - TRANSPORT KING
OF KU-RING-GAI
One of the great entrepreneurs of Ku-ring-gai was Arthur
H. Gillott, a local businessman who set up a transport
system that well-served much of the upper North Shore for
more than 60 years.
His empire was born in 1935, and expanded to include a
fleet of tip trucks that delivered building materials right
across the North Shore, St. Ives Bus Services that
connected St. Ives with Pymble and Gordon Stations,
Pymble-St. Ives Hire Cars and Highway Haulage, that
operated heavy freight vehicles, mainly between Sydney
and Brisbane.
By the 1990’s Gillott’s fleet consisted of more than 80
vehicles, including Kenworth Prime Movers, and 53 seat
Leyland Tiger buses that transported generations of locals
between St. Ives and Pymble Station.
Gillott’s company was always a family affair that included
his two sons, Arthur and George, plus his son in law Alan
Hibble.
After Gillott’s death, his company records – including
photographs - were donated to the Museum of Arts and
Applied Sciences for posterity. They form a special record
of transport development around the Ku-ring-gai area from
1935 to 1998 – a great historical contribution to the area.
His work was recognised by the naming of Gillott Way in
St. Ives, off Stanley Street and opposite the site of his old
service station.

Image: A 1952 Foden Tipper parked at the corner of Stanley Street and
Mona Vale Rd St. Ives in the 1950’s. Gillott’s Garage is in the left
background.
- Museum of Arts and Applied Sciences from the Gillott Collection
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DIARY DATES
October
Thursday 5, 2.15pm, Committee Meeting.
Saturday 7, 11.00am, Family History
W orkshop: Changes to the AWM. Presenter:
David Wilkins.
Saturday 7, 2.00pm, Family History Meeting: The
World of old Photographs 1838-1880. Presenter:
Peter Headley
Monday 9, German SIG
Friday 13, 1.30pm Irish SIG
Thursday 19, Tour: Rookwood Cemetery
Saturday 21, 2.00pm, General Meeting, followed
by Palace of Tears. Presenter: Julian Leatherdale.
November
Thursday 2, Tour: Sculptures by the Sea.
Saturday 4, 11.00am, Workshop. Webinar:
Shipping and Immigration.
Saturday 4, 2.00pm, John Cann: State Records.
December
Saturday 2, 11.00am, No Workshop.
Saturday 2, 2.00pm, Family History Meeting,
Christmas Party.
No General Meeting.

© Ku-ring-gai Historical Society Inc. and authors. The
content may be reproduced as sourced from this newsletter
with acknowledgment to named authors.
Newsletter Deadline
Please send email copy for publication to editor@khs.org.au
as early as possible, but no later than 13th of each month.
Items will only be accepted from members of KHS.
Copy is accepted on the basis that Ku-ring-gai Historical
Society has editing rights and that readers can reproduce it in
whole or part with acknowledgement.
If possible, material should be in electronic form, with as little
formatting as possible, e.g. no bullets, coloured type,
indenting or styles.

SYDNEY OPEN
On 4 and 5 November Sydney Open invites the curious
and intrepid to see inside the heritage treasures and
architectural wonders that trace the city’s early
beginnings and are shaping its present and future. Over
one weekend, Sydney Open will unlock the doors of
more than 60 of the city’s most important, inspiring and
intriguing buildings and spaces.
Go to:
https://sydneylivingmuseums.com.au/sydneyopen/buytickets
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Jenny Joyce
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Morrison Hammond 9449 7447
Jo Harris OAM
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Research Centre Hours
The Society’s Research Centre is at 799 Pacific
Highway, Gordon, adjacent to the Ku-ring-gai
Library. The Centre is open to the public from
10.00 am to 2.00 pm on Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday (except the first
Saturday of each month when members have a
Family History meeting).
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